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Hey groups;

I have been asked by a couple individuals to put some of the info I put together out there to group members, and
maybe save you some time in your fleet development. Also, to keep this discussion going. And maybe fill in some info
to those for whom this is an introduction. I was helped out with many details by Richard Hendrickson, on the pre-
1949 fleet, although my interests and research went into the sixties and beyond.

First, I agree with all the follow-on discussion RE: location, location, location; era, era, era. Everything about what you
looked at depended on where and when you looked. I will not talk much to pre-WW I, so here goes...

Here are the generalities (let's not squabble over "exactitude" here, this is just meant to frame the tank car
discussion):

Cars built to ARA 1917 are labeled (for example) "ARA III" (note the "three" carries over below). This is stenciled in
small letters on the right end of each side of the tank for those class III cars built under ARA oversight.

In 1927, the ICC takes over tank car specs and transforms ARA III into Class "ICC-103". Ditto on the stencils.

Tank capacities (gallons) are generally stenciled on the end of the tank. Multi-compartment cars generally got stencils
for each compartment on the sides of the domes. "Capacity" refers to weight, not volume.

In this early era, insulated cars, which are developing, become ARA IV, then "ICC-104"

Insulated high-pressure tanks then become "ICC-105"

ICC-106 are multi-tank removable high-pressure tank... cars.

Suffixes to the above refer to welded ("W"), Nickle ("N"), etc.

You also have ARA "Types": 
TA - Acid Car
TG - Glass-Lined
TL - Lined (other than glass) [mostly rubber or nickel linings in early periods]
TM - Conventional
TMU - Multiple Unit Tank
TP - High-Pressure
TR - Aluminum Tank
TW - Wooden Tank

So, let's start with the most common tank car in most folks' time of interest:

Riveted (ICC-103), or Welded (103-W)
Insulated or Non-Insulated
General Service - Oil, Caustic Soda
2% Dome
2 Valves + Vent

This is the car you see everywhere. They hauled most everything that wouldn't eat through the tank. These include
the "Van Dyke" (As an ARA III, it really was a 103) Type X, "Type 11", "Type 21", "Type 27" (AC&F designs by year of
design), numerous GATC classes, the very numerous UTLX "X3" (103), and many cars built by minority and
absorbed builders like PTCC, STCC, NACC, and others. Builders were also stenciled on the tank. Tanks didn't
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always end up on the as-built underframe...

The tanks themselves evolved greatly. Early cars had radial courses, where the joint/rivet lines run around the tank.
These gave way to 4-course longitudinal sheets, then by the Type 27, to 3-course longitudinal sheets, then post-war,
welded tanks. Insulated cars disguised the tank, and came in many "courses" that had only to do with the jacketing.
Hold-downs/tank bands varied greatly over time, and by builder. These are often a give-away as to builder and
timeframe.

AC&F underframes are generally recognized by their "stub" sill construction, which does not run the length of the
running boards, but ends at the bolsters. Early ones have riveted components, late ones are welded. GATC had a
different sill arrangement with no significant thicker end sill, but a bolster extension that included an ovaloid pocket,
and double stirrup steps as an ID hint. This changed later. NATX bought many cars from AC&F. UTLX had their own
very unique designs, that included an ACF-like sill, but in the time of the X-3's, had an extended end sill arrangement
with wooden decks beyond the end of the tank, poling pockets, and other unique UTLX details, like having the
commodity boards and defect boards mounted on square steel panels. Many UTLX cars also had an arrangement of
the triple valve above the air reservoir, on one side of the car. Some had a single ladder and dome platform on only
one side. These four owner/sometimes builder (AC&F built cars that their lessor SHPX leased) had the vast majority
of cars in this era under their control.

Dome vents & valves also evolved over time. Early cars like the Type 11 had vents on elbows off the sides of the
dome, later ones almost always utilized the dome top. Dome sizes were supposed to be 2% of the capacity of the
tank, for 103's but in some early cases, were much larger. This seems to have been customer-specified, and not a
general application. No 103 I have ever seen had a dome smaller than 2% in the timeframe we are interested in.

103's generally (all) had a bottom outlet/clean-out, and this is also a give-away when confused.

Models in HO include LifeLike/Walthers P2K Type 21's, Intermountain Type 27's, and Red Caboose post-war welded
103, plus the drop-dead gorgeous Tangent 6k 3-compartment "Type 30" General American car. That car pretty much
puts all others to shame. You also need these cars even if you don't think so. Probably more than one. 3-
compartment cars were not only used to ship different commodities (like say weights of oil, lubricants), but also were
used in shipping crankcase oil to loco facilities in many locations, where the two outside compartments contained
"new" oil, and the return ride hosted "used" oil in the center compartment, for recycling.

There have been a limited number of brass cars, most from Overland, including an ACF insulated 103 without
platforms, an ACF insulated with platforms, a GATC insulated car, a UTLX 10k Type X-3, and an odd insulated 103
with platforms and a kind of stepped railing around the dome only found on one or two lessees cars, like Schenectady
and Wyandotte. Then, there are some brass cars that are just wrong.

There are also some really nice resin car offerings, like those from Southern Car, the challenging OOP Sunshine
fleet, and including a Type 11, and the very odd 20k ARA III 3-compartment coal tar car bought by J&L Steel, offered
by Funaro & Camerlengo. A number of folks on this list have built them, so ask away.

This should get a few of you started. There are literally hundreds of photos to look at on-line. If you are interested in
the topic, start looking. The Fallen Flags site is a great start.

I hope everyone has a great 4th, and if any of you are interested in continuing with additional classes and such, let
me know.

Elden Gatwood
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I am glad some of you are interested in the subject, and also realized I confused everyone by limiting my discussion
to just the standard "no sub-class" 103's, so here goes part 2:

More 103's: ICC 103A (riveted), 103A-W (welded) and ICC 103B/103B-W to start:

Class 103A: Acid Service; Sulfuric Acid, Oleum, Aqueous Hydrofluoric Acid 60% to 80%, Titanium Tetrachloride
Riveted or Welded (103A-W)
Insulated or Non-Insulated
1% Dome!
Valve OR Vent
No Bottom Outlet

Because they are acid cars, they do not need a larger dome, and also for safety reasons, they have no bottom outlet.
Everything is done from the top of the car. Since they could be insulated or uninsulated, those are the primary
spotting features. Sulfuric and hydrofluoric acids were used in a variety of industries, so you could see them all over.

ICC 103A-N-W: Phosphorous Oxychloride, Phosphorous Trichloride, Benzyl Chloride, Chloroacetyl Chloride
Nickel or Nickel Alloy Fusion-Welded Tank 
Insulated or Non-Insulated
1% Dome; Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (35psi) or Safety Vent (45 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited/ Washout Permitted

Nickel-lined cars with 2% domes were also used in some resin industries, but they are not 103A-N-W cars

ICC 103A-AL-W: Hydrogen Peroxide, Hydrazine, Nitric Acid (80% or more)
Aluminum Fusion-Welded Tank with Dome
Insulated or Non-Insulated; 1% Dome
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (35 psi) or Safety Vent (45 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited/Washout Permitted

Class 103B: Acid Service; Hydrochloric (Muriatic) Acid not over 38% by weight, Zinc Chloride, Phosphoric Acid,
Ferric Chloride, Aluminum Sulfate
Riveted or Welded (103B-W)
Insulated or Non-Insulated
1% Dome; Rubber-Lined
Valve OR Vent
Bottom Outlet Prohibited

So these look almost the same as a 103A, but are rubber-lined, so the acid doesn't eat through the tank.

ICC 103C/C-W: for Nitric Acid, Hydrazine, Chlorosulfuric Acid, Formic Acid (the really nasty stuff)
Alloy (Stainless) Steel Riveted or Fusion-Welded Insulated or Non-Insulated; 1% Dome
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (35 psi)
Bottom Outlet or Bottom Washout Prohibited

These look the same as above, but now we have a stainless steel tank.
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ICC 103C-AL (obsolete 8/31/56): for 95% or greater concentration Nitric Acid
Aluminum Riveted Tank with Dome
Insulated or Non-Insulated
Nitric Acid Service
Safety Valve (35 psi)
Bottom Outlet or Bottom Washout Prohibited

ICC 103D-W: Acetic Acid, Whiskey, Ethyl Alcohol, Caramel, Fruit Juices, Vegetable Juices
Alloy (Stainless) Steel Fusion-Welded Tank with Dome
Insulated or Non-Insulated
2% Dome
Safety Valve (35psi) or
Safety Vent (45 psi)

And finally, for the 103's..

ICC 103E-W: Phosphoric Acid, Chlorosulfonic Acid, Diisooctyl Acid Phosphate
Alloy (Stainless) Steel Fusion-Welded Tank with Dome
Insulated or Non-Insulated
1% Dome
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (35psi) or Safety Vent (45 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited
Bottom Washout Permitted

That's a lot of different cars!

Models: The other "best ever" HO-scale tank car is obviously the Tangent acid car offering. It also makes everything
else you own look bad. Yes, you sure need these cars, too. Acids were used in etching, cleaning of solvents and oils,
and numerous industrial processes. I think the Tangent car is indeed a post-war car that Dave says is a 1949 up
prototype. Lambert made a brass 103B-W that is crude by comparison, and is also, I believe, a 1966 GATC prototype
(see, I did my research). You also have new resin options for older riveted cars, if you need those or want a more
diverse fleet. Oh yes, there is also an extremely rare 103D-W 2-dome done by Sugiyama, I believe, that I have only
seen one of in my lifetime. I would love to have one.

I only hope that Dave does even more tank cars, since everyone needs them, and we had not been given many
adequate offerings back in the day.

I will go on with other cars (104's, etc) a bit later...

Elden Gatwood
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I am still glad some of you are interested in this subject (although I imagine many are yawning off at this point), and
having finished with pretty much the remainder of 103's, here goes part 3, the 104's and 105's:

ICC 104/104-W (obsoleted 1964): Ethyl Ether; Casinghead Gasoline, Refined Vegetable Oils
Steel Riveted or Fusion-Welded
Insulated
2% Dome
Safety Valves (35 psi) or Safety Vent (45 psi)

104's were not all that common, as they were made for some pretty specific commodities at a time when tank cars
were evolving quickly. I don't know of any specific models of them, but there are some insulated 2% dome cars that
one could modify, if one wanted to.

ICC105A100/100-W (obsolete 12/19/64): Ethylene Oxide; Liquified Petroleum Gas (V.P. not Exceeding 75 psi @ 105
deg. F); Liquified Hydrocarbon Gas (V.P. not Exceeding 75 psi @ 105 deg.F)
Steel Riveted or Fusion-Welded with Manway Nozzle
Insulated
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (75 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited
Bottom Washout Prohibited

ICC 105A200-F, ICC 105A200-W: Sulfur Dioxide, Vinyl Chloride, Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Converted Higher Pressure Forge-Welded or Fusion-Welded Tank
Steel Forge-Welded Tank with Manway Nozzle
Insulated
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (150 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited
Bottom Washout Prohibited

ICC 105A300, (obsolete 8/31/56), ICC 105A300-W, ICC 105A400, ICC 105A400-W: Anhydrous Hydrofluoric Acid,
Anhydrous Ammonia, Metallic Sodium, Chlorine, Liquefied Petroleum Gas, Liquefied Hydrocarbon Gas Motor Fuel
Anti-Knock Compound, Vinyl Chloride
Steel Forge-Welded or Fusion-Welded Tank with Manway Nozzle
Insulated
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (225 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited
Bottom Washout Prohibited

ICC 105A500 (obsolete 8/31/56), ICC 105A500-W, ICC 105A600 (obsolete 8/31/56), ICC 105A600-W: Chlorine,
Carbon Dioxide, Anhydrous Hydrofluoric Acid, Liquified Petroleum Gas, 
Liquified Hydrocarbon Gas 
Steel Forge-Welded or Fusion-Welded Tank with Manway Nozzle
Insulated
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (375 psi) (350 psi on Carbon Dioxide Cars)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited/Washout Prohibited
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ICC 105A100AL-W, ICC 105A200AL-W, ICC 105A300AL-W: Fertilizer Ammoniating Solution (Ammonium Nitrate
Solution) (V.P. not Exceeding 75 psi @ 105 deg. F), Nitrogen Fertilizer Solution (Ammonium Nitrate Solution)
Aluminum Fusion-Welded Tank with Manway Nozzle
Insulated
Top Unloading Arrangement Required
Safety Valve (75 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited
Bottom Washout Prohibited

So, note now the many 105's you could get. The ID on these cars is in the small writing on the right side of each tank
side, and it takes sharp eyes! They progressively get stronger and stronger (thicker as well) steel (or aluminum)
tanks, with progressively higher pressure capability, depending on the commodity. The "dome" is not a dome, it is a
valve casing for the inlet, outlet, and safety valves. This is what the Athearn "chemical" tank was supposed to be.
They ranged from a tiny 4k car, IIRC, to cars of 11k capacity (but not really), and later, by the sixties, some huge
monsters like the "Rail Whale" and others. This became the second most numerous class of tank cars in time.

Model options: the Atlas 11K 6-course 105A300 car for LPG and anhydrous ammonia service, which seems to be a
disappointment to some, plus perhaps the Trix 6K 105 for chlorine to those water treatment plants (maybe
supplemented by the upcoming BLI car?). For post-fifties models, there is the old AHM offering (a GATC 105A300-
W), but with badly needed upgrades, which models a rather uncommon car used by folks like Domino Sugar, of all
people. There are also several OVL brass cars that tried to render a 105. One 7-course 11k car is pretty good, but
there is another ~8k 5-course car that has no real prototype, sad to say.

More to come....

Elden Gatwood
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Groups;

On to the ICC106 to 108:

ICC 106A500 (obsolete 12/19/64), ICC 106A800 (obsolete 12/19/64): Chlorine, Anhydrous Ammonia, Sulfur Dioxide,
Hydrogen Sulfide (A800)
Multiple Unit with Removable Steel Forge-Welded Tanks Mounted on Underframe
Each Tank Approximately One Ton Capacity
Each Tank Equipped with Loading and Discharge Valves and Safety Vent or Vent Set for Pressure Not Exceeding
375 psi (500) or 600 psi (800)

Yes, this is that MTS brass flat car with removable tanks. There were not that many of them. I have seen them in
Penn Salt, Diamond, and maybe 3 other schemes in photos (Niagara?). I understand many of them were used
servicing water treatment plants. Nice car; too bad we have no decals.....

ICC 107A****: Helium, Hydrogen, Oxygen
Multiple Unit Seamless Steel Tanks Mounted on Underframe
Marking **** is Dependent on Test Pressure of Tanks

This is the "Helium" car. There have been several discussions on this on-list.

ICC 108 (obsolete 8/31/56), ICC 108A (obsolete 8/31/56): Hydrochloric Acid, Vinegar
Tank Car Having Wooden Stave Metal-Hooped Tanks
Tanks Must be Interior-Lined, Coated or Treated to Withstand Action of Hydrochloric Acid
Wooden Tanks Must not Have Side or Bottom Openings

And this, then, is the so-called "vinegar" car. Standard brands had some, as well as others; maybe Heinz?. The
Sunshine car models this class.

None of these classes were all that numerous, and if you are modeling many locations, you would never have seen
them. These may be the ones most of you can avoid.

There are also the ARA classes which I left out detailed discussion of, but are important to understand how things
were being constructed prior to 1927 (and 1917). Also the so-called "War Emergency" cars of WW2. Are any of you
interested by this point?

Elden Gatwood
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Now, you get the AAR classification given to each tank car type. Why is that useful?  Well, you can use an ORER to
find out what types were under that code and get info on what kind of car it was…

Tank Car Type (AAR Classification given in ORER)

TA Eqpt w/container of ICC specification 103A (acid service), 103A-W, 103E-W, 103A-N-W, 103C, 103C-W
and 111A100-W-6.  Also, ARA-II, ARA-III, ICC-103, ICC-103-W OR ICC 111A100-W-2 if containers were
originally designed or subsequently reconstructed to comply with requirements of ICC-103A cars.

TG Having one or more glass-lined containers of ICC spec 103A-W

TL Eqpt w/container lined with material other than glass , such as ICC spec 103B, 103B-W, 103B100-W,
111A100-W-5, 105A300-W (rubber-lined). Also ARA-III (rubber-lined).

TM Eqpt w/container of ARA or AAR spec I, II, II, III Experimental Welded Seams, IV, 203, 203-W, 203-X, or
ICC spec 103, 103-W, 103D-W, 104, 104-W, ICC 111A100-W-1, ICC 111A100-W-3, or Specification
EMERGENCY USG-A, USG-B, USG-C.

TMU Eqpt w/containers of ARA spec VI, B.E. spec 27, ICC spec 27, 51, 106A500, 106A500-X, 106A800,
106A800-X, 106A800-NCI, 107A****, 110A500-W, OR 110A800-W.

TP Eqpt w/container of ARA spec IV-A, V, or AAR 205A300-W, or ICC spec 104A, 104A-W, 105, 105A100,
105A100-W, 105A200-W, 105A300, 105A300-W, 105A400, 105A400-W, 105A500, 105A500-W, 105A600,
105A600-W, 109A300-W, 111A100-W-4, 112A400-W, 112A500-W.

TPA Eqpt w/aluminum container of ICC spec 104A-AL-W, 105A100AL-W, 105A200AL-W, 105A300AL-W,
109A100AL-W, 109A200AL-W, or 109A300AL-W.

TR Eqpt w/container of AAR spec 201A35, 201A35 SPECIAL, 201A35-W, 201A35-X, 201A70-W, or ICC spec
103AL, 103AL-W, 103A-AL-W, 103C-AL and 111A60AL-W.

TVI Eqpt w/insulated container having inner and outer shell with a vacuum in the annular space to AAR spec
204-W.

TW Eqpt w/one or more wooden containers of ICC spec 108 or 108A.

 Where classes are insulated, the letter “I” should be added at end.

Use your ORER to get the type, then see what designation fits that type.

More in a bit,

Elden Gatwood
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Group;

OK, I realize that I should have started with the following classes, since they preceded most of those I have already
discussed, but some enterprising person will just re-arrange this material accordingly :)

So, here goes:

As I mentioned, the ARA controlling tank car classification preceded the ICC take-over (I am butchering history in
favor of simplicity here) in 1927. ARA classes stenciled on cars, as Tony correctly pointed out, generally did not
change upon the repainting of a car, or placement of a tank on a new underframe. It was always intended to remain
an ARA tank if so built. Same with War Emergency cars.

ARA II is the first one I was interested in looking at, and is essentially a pre-WW I (as far as U.S. involvement) tank
car.

ARA II (obsolete 5/1/17): Vegetable Oils, Fuel Oil, Crude Oil, Acetone
Steel Riveted Tank with Dome; Non-Insulated; General Service
Safety Valves (35 psi) or Safety Vent (45 psi)

These are followed by the first "type III":

ARA III (Obsolete 7/1/27): Vegetable Oils, Fuel Oil, Gasoline, Asphalt, Kerosene
Steel Riveted Tank with Dome; Non-Insulated; General Service
Safety Valves (35 psi) or Safety Vent (45 psi)

ARA IV (obsolete 7/1/27): Refined Vegetable Oils, Casinghead Gasoline
Steel Riveted Tank with Dome; Insulated; Safety Valves (35 psi)

The Type IV is essentially an insulated version of the type III, but for different commodities. Some Type IV had much
larger domes. Note lack of reference to dome size?

ARA IV-A (obsolete 7/1/27): Ethylene Oxide, Ethyl Chloride
Steel Riveted Tank with Dome; Insulated; Safety Valves (35 psi)
Bottom Outlet Prohibited

ARA V (obsolete 7/1/27): Anhydrous Ammonia, Sulfur Dioxide, Chlorine
Steel Forge-Welded Tank with Manway Nozzle; Insulated; Safety Valve (225 psi); Bottom Outlet Prohibited

....the first "type V's".

So, these cars are all "obsolete" before or as of 7/1/27 by ICC decree, and replaced with apparently better standards
for the future, perhaps better materials in construction, and addition of additional safety features such as a "no less
than 1 or 2% domes", addition of an additional safety valve or vent, and more features on sub-classes to handle all
sorts of new commodities. These all rule from 1927 to way past the list end dates, except for the War Emergency.
Shortage of high-grade materials due to the demands of WW2, as well as the U-boat crisis on oil shipment by water
led to the need to design a car that used lower-grade materials and standards to meet need.

Emergency USG-A, Emergency USG-B, Emergency USG-C (obsolete 8/31/56): Toluene, Ethyl Ether, Propyl Alcohol,
Fuel Oil, Kerosene, Gasoline
Steel Riveted Tank with Dome/Steel Fusion-Welded Tank with Dome/Steel with Dome Having Combined Riveted and
Fusion-Welded Construction; Insulated or Non-Insulated; Commodities Transported in these Tanks Cannot Weigh
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Over 8# per gallon and vapor pressure must not exceed 16 psi absolute at 100 deg. F; Safety Valves (25 psi);
Emergency Specifications Utilizing Light Plates for Tank Construction

So, that is (I hope) most everything most of you will model. I will not talk about the type 109-112, or type 200's, as I
am not educated
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Group;

Thanks for all the interesting input! I like all this additional information.

As follow-on to part 5, I would like to offer a discussion on models of same, and/or a discussion of fleet numbers,
prefaced by a summary and interpretation of what you might be asking yourself, based on knowing what you know
now (forgive me if I repeat myself here):

1) The class of tank car refers to the construction of the tank and its appliances, which has a large effect on its
outward appearance. The construction of the tank depends on what commodity it was meant to haul. Originally,
“classes” of tank were defined by the Master Car Builders in 1910, further refined and codified in 1917 by the ARA (as
class “ARA III”, for example), then re-named, refined once again, and expanded by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in 1927 into the classification system we know today (ex: ICC Class 103). For a breakdown of classes,
the features of each class of tank, and the type of commodity carried by each class, I will provide that later.

2) The type of tank car refers to an AAR classification system, apparently used alongside the ICC class system, that
only identifies the construction of the tank; i.e., “TM” = conventional (steel); “TG” = glass-lined tank. The importance of
this information is that it is supplied in the ORER with the car number, so you can figure out what, generally, the tank
car was constructed for, and how many of each were owned, by each owner. For a breakdown of AAR classes, I will
also provide that later.

3) What do I need for an appropriate tank car fleet for my era and locale? 
a) Figure out your traffic base: Who is on-line that uses tank cars? Petroleum industry? Water Treatment Plants? Who
is shipping things through your portion of railroad that would go in a tank car? What run-through traffic would likely
have been seen here? 
b) Now, find out what they shipped in or out via tank car. What commodity is it that they were shipping? Crude Oil?
Asphalt? Chlorine? Go to your maps, track chart, and industry list, and figure this out. You may need to do some
research as to what the industries received, and what they shipped. Now, go to Appendix A and see what car type
might have been used.

4) How do I model what I need? What are my modeling options? 
a) First, how many tank cars are needed for the on-line and off-line shippers? You may have to work to figure this out,
but you should be able to make an educated guess based on the research you already did. You may be able to work
backwards from a document from that industry that states how much of each product they made in a given year. For
instance, a maker of coal tar may produce 100,000 gallons of tar each day. That would require ten 10,000 gallon cars,
or approximately twelve 8,000 gallon cars. You may have to use judgment. 
b) Now, which tank car classes and types do you need for each of those shippers? Some of the information attached
may help. You can take your ORER, look up the shipper, and see what kind of tanks that they owned. Now look in the
tables below for the ICC or ARA designation. Finally, look in Appendix “A” to see what class of car would be used for
that commodity.

Modeling Issues:

Point 1: There are not that many truly accurate tank cars offered in HO (or other scales) in plastic, but fortunately this
is changing. We now have two exquisite Tangent models, plus the P2K Type 21, IM Type 27 and RC post-war. We
have few insulated cars, or many sub-classes offered (the best exception being the 103B-W acid car from Tangent).
There are a limited number of resin kits currently, but interesting options. Most brass cars have very odd prototypes, or
are inaccurate in some way. W.A.Drake did a beautiful GATC car, but is very rare. The major gaps I think could be
filled would be the UTLX X-3, and GATC Type 30, plus more modern cars.
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Point 2: The major operators of tank car fleets were the major lessors of the cars you would most frequently see. Most
of the cars one would on average see would be UTLX, GATX, SHPX, and NATX. All these leased to companies, but
retained their company leasing lettering and numbering.

In descending order (for 1962), based on numbers) the top tank car owner/operators: 
1. GATX 53,863 
2. UTLX ~50,000 
3. SHPX 18,909 
4. NATX ?~9,000 
5. DuPont 1,536 
6. PPG (SACX) 1,038 
7. Monsanto 943 
8. Koppers (KPCX) 514, (KOPX) 128, (KEBX) 55 
9. Shell Chemical 379 
10. Hooker 333 
11. Dow 105 
Notice how the top four dominate?

The importance of this is that, if you are trying to model a “representative” tank car fleet, you might need, for example,
for a fleet of ~25 cars, perhaps 6-7 GATX, 6 UTLX, maybe 3-4 SHPX, 2 NATX, then 7 other assorted cars. Try, if
possible, however, to base all of this on actual industries on your railroad, and not an “averaging” approach.

Point 3: Don’t act on the temptation to get a lot of “billboard” tank cars painted in bright colors. These schemes were
painted on a handful of cars, with most of the tank cars being painted black. There was good reason for this. Billboard
paint jobs did not last long with the kind of stuff they were putting in tanks, in addition to the cost involved. If you have
an on-line shipper like Hooker, Hercules, Stauffer, Gulf, or Belcher, you may have an excuse. But look at your yard
photos.

Point 4: Most tank cars (in fact the vast majority) on a layout should be ICC 103 or 103-W (welded) tanks. For a
general representation, there should be a few insulated thrown in, plus a variety with dome platforms. Add some
105's for propane or chlorine, if you serve those industries.

Point 5: Because UTLX used its own designs, you can probably only justify 1 AC&F-built (like the LL, RC, and IM HO
models) tank in UTLX colors. The same goes for GATX, which also manufactured its own tank cars. So, that leaves
you, from available state-of-the-art plastic models, 1 or 2 UTLX (Type 21, 27 or 103 welded), 1 GATX (ditto), 2-3
SHPX (any of those types), and various other sundry AC&F-built tanks. In a general representation, you are missing 4
UTLX-design, 4 GATX-design, 2 NATX-design, and various other GATX and NATX-sold tanks for those and other
owner/operators.

Point 6: You may also need some ICC 105A (pressure) tanks, of which the only really accurate models are the AHM
tank (which requires major upgrading), the Atlas 11k tank, and the Trix model (which requires even greater upgrading).
These are what you need for anhydrous ammonia, chlorine, propane (LPG), and other pressurized (liquefied) gases.
If you have an on-line water treatment plant or other chlorine user, you may be able to justify a multiple unit tank car
like the MTS brass model.

What do you do about UTLX, GATX, and NATX? Sunshine made a beautiful, but difficult, UTLX X-3, the most
common UTLX car until at least the 1950’s, and in several capacities. Other than that, you could kit-bash a Red
Caboose ACF car into a UTLX prototype. See Mont Switzer’s MM article for his take on this. It may also be possible to
bash certain other kits into a passable UTL or GATC-produced tank car.

For the rest of GATX and NATX you are in trouble. You will have to face a substantial kit-bash or scratchbuild of these
cars, particularly for the NATX’s “one car for each commodity” type of weird operation. Don’t get me wrong, they had



lots of cars, but few match what you can get. See the Alan Mende articles in MR if you want to go this far. There was
also one OVL brass car that is good for a ~4k specialty car.

Finally, you could model a reasonable fleet by simply buying small groups of the LifeLike P2K AC&F Type 21, in 8K,
10K (and their as-yet-unreleased insulated) variants, the Intermountain AC&F Type 27’s in 8K and 10K, and the Red
Caboose 10K post-war car, plus the Tangent cars. The majority of these cars should be from the 3 or 4 major lessors,
with additional cars from on-line customers particular to your area. This could be supplemented by the Atlas 11K
105A300 car for LPG and anhydrous ammonia service, plus perhaps the Trix 6K 105 for chlorine to those water
treatment plants. It would also be nice to have at least one or two of the Sunshine UTLX X-3’s, perhaps in 6.5K and
8K varieties, and maybe a brass car or two, and a few kit-bashes of the Athearn, Walthers, Red Caboose, or other
tank car kits. The Red Caboose kit-bash to a UTLX prototype is not too forbidding, and kit-bashes of other available
kits have not begun to be explored fully. Oh, don’t overlook the possibilities in the Tichy tank car, from which the tank
can be used as a nice 4-course War Emergency car on top of a Type 27 frame; the AHM tank car, from which a decent
mid-50’s ICC 105A300W can be created, and the Athearn single-dome and 3-dome car kits, from which a large GATC
prototype might be bashed!

I know I have missed much, but this is a start...

Elden Gatwood
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Groups;

Here is the last summary of what I have put together to-date, and is a work-in-progress.  This is a comparison of
prototype to models.  I scrambled on top of a lot of tank cars through the eighties, nineties and early 00’s, and then
also measured a bunch of models in that timeframe, to determine what is actually usable/close/acceptable.  Or just
what we are looking at.  I haven’t yet measured some of the newest cars (dang, lost calipers!), but maybe some of you
could do it for me?  I also did not measure some of those I couldn’t actually lay hands on, but would like to.

So, here’s what is here:  Builder and Type is a collation of the prototype, and models in BOLD, with any identifiers in
the Etc. (remarks) section.  The other stuff should be obvious.  For insulated cars, I estimated capacity based on
jacket and tank thickness.  They are all approximate.  Brass model ID’s are generally, at best,….odd.

This is most assuredly, NOT comprehensive.  I would have sat down with multiple more Cyclopedias, ORERs, old
magazines, and plans, if I had the time, but I do not.  I regret that Richard never got to finish his book, and I never got
to have more conversations with him, as that would have vastly improved what I, and we, know.

I would also encourage anyone who likes to build models, to read the articles by Alan Mende, Mont Switzer, and
others, in the print mags, to add additional options to your fleet.

So, here you go:

APPENDIX C - Tank Car Builders, Types, and Dimensions (Actual Models in Bold Type)

(Message over 64 KB, truncated)

Builder &
Type

Frame
Length

over
run

Boards

Truck
Center

Tank Length (O/L) Tank
Diameter

Dome
Diameter

Dome
Height

~Built

Date,
or

date
app.

in
CBC

Cap. Etc.

Class
103’s

        (or ARA III)

         

AC&F
“Type 4”

TBD      To
1914

  

W&R
Brass
Type 4

TBD        W&R
Brass
Model

ACF Type
11

TBD      1911-
20?

  

Sunset
“Type 11”

31’11”  29’1” 85” 45”   8K Sunset
Model
(a.k.a.
“TM-8”)
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Sunset
“Type 11”

31’11”  29’1” 85” 37”&
45”

  8K Sunset
Model
(a.k.a.
“TM-8”) 3-
dome

          

Class V
“Van

Dyke”

      1914?  Prototype
(some call
it Type X)

PSC Van
Dyke

~34’
6”

 ~33’10” ~88” ~53”   10.6!? PSC
Model
(plastic
and
brass)

          

GATC 4-
course

103

~36’
1”

 ~32’10” ~77” ~53”  1915-
20

8K OVL 3481

GATC 4-
course

103

~36’1”  32’10” ~87” ~53”  1915-
20

10K OVL 3482

          

PTCC
Type A1D

35’ 8” 25’ 33’ ? 65” 1’10”
+ ?

1922 8k 100k lb.,
running
board on
side of
dome!

ACF acid
tank

37’ 7” 27’ 8” 32’ + ? 86” 43” 19” +
27”

1922 9.8k 70t

Canadian
C&FC

37’ 1” 26’ 10” 33’ 8” 7’ 4” 55” 24” +
?

1922 10k 3 radial
courses

Enterprise
10k

35’ 10” 24’ 10” ? ? ? 27” +
?

1922 10k 4 horiz.
Courses

Chicago
SCC

31’ 3” 20’ 6”

>25’10”

87” 53” ? +8” 1922 10K 3 RADIAL
COURSES

Builder &
Type

Frame
Length

over
run

Boards

Truck
Center

Tank Length (O/L) Tank
Diameter

Dome
Diameter

Dome
Height

~Built

Date,
or

date
app.

in
CBC

Cap. Etc.



UTLX –
X3

32’ 2” 21’ 6” 28’ 2” ~77” ? ? WWI-
30’s

6.5k Prototype -
6500 gal

Sunshine
X-3

  

Builder &
Type

Frame
Length

over
run

Boards

Truck
Center

Tank Length (O/L) Tank
Diameter

Dome
Diameter

Dome
Height

~Built

Date,
or

date
app.

in
CBC

Cap. Etc.


